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Background
Glioblastoma (GBM) poses a significant 
hurdle for immunotherapy
o 12,000-13,000 adult diagnoses
o GBM are high-grade gliomas (grade IV WHO)
o 10% survival past 5 years
o Establishment of Tumor Microenvironment 
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So Background,Majority of work that we do in the crane lab centers around immunotherapy…Immunotherapy is…Talk about image (cystic GBM)Glioblastoma affects 12-13,000 adults per year in the USJohn Mccain10% survival rate past 5 yearsTME



The Tumor 
Microenvironment 

(TME) 
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30% of tumor mass
Immunosuppression 
Pro-tumor functions
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- when a tumor begins to proliferate…Recruited cells have supportive functionsTAMs are up to 30% of GBMs



Tumor Associated Macrophages 
(TAMs) have altered expression  
of select genes

Single cell RNA Sequencing Reveals 21 genes 
that are abnormally expressed in TAMs
o Adult Glioblastoma samples taken from surgeries 

conducted at UW
o Macrophages were isolated from tumor samples 

and underwent RNA sequencing 
o Compared to normal donor macrophages, TAMs 

displayed abnormal expression of select genes
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-using samples collected from UW…ssRNAseq is a high res way of looking at what genes are being expressed Talk about string diagramMost genes related to nitrogen metabolism



Elevated expression of 
genes of interest correlates 
to poor prognosis 
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o Using public databases, we created a function 
that correlated expression of target genes to 
poor tumor prognosis in GBM

Can we influence the expression of these genes, 
and therefore tumor prognosis?

Hypothesis: Different Metabolic 
environments will influence the 
expression of genes of interest.
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-we were able to go back into public databases and create a correlation between higher expression of these genes and poor prognosis- Talk about graphs on rightLines (red increased, green decreased)GBM, ovarian, sarcomaHigher expression means worse survival rate Can we influence the expression of these genes, and therefore tumor prognosis?Nitrogen metabolismhypothesis



Methods

Sample Collection and 
Incubation

Phase 1
o Collection and isolation 

monocytes from donors, 
differentiation in vitro into 
macrophages, and incubate 
in six different metabolic 
conditions  

RNA Isolation and cDNA 
Synthesis

Phase 2
o Isolation of RNA after 

incubation and cDNA 
synthesis using reverse 
transcriptase 

qPCR Analysis
Phase 3

o Quantitative PCR analysis of 
gene expression in 
macrophages under 
different metabolic 
conditions
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-collect samples, isolate and differentiate monocytes in vitro-metabolic conditions include changing serum concentrations within media and limiting macronutrients macrophages had access to for foodIsolation of RNA and cDNA synthesisQuantitiative PCR is a high resolution way to analyze the cDNA-   What we do is incubate the cDNA samples in a well plate with a fluorophore that when incorporated into Double stranded DNA, will fluoresce Qpcr machine will actually take photos of that fluorescence and create a measurement of the fluorescence vs concentrationSo once we have that measure of fluorescence or concentration, we can see the level of expression of each gene



Results and conclusion
o Downregulatory trends seen in certain gene expression
o HSPA5, HSPA6 and CITED2  show downward trends in 

phagocytotic environments
o Anti CD47 antibody treatments show an increase of 

macrophage phagocytosis of tumor cells
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Conclusion: metabolic environments do 
show an effect on the expression of 
target genes in macrophages 
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One thing that was apparent was that the donor to donor variability was high between the samples and because of that we don’t see too many obvious trends, but the trends we did see, we were all the more certain inZooming in on this result that I found particularly interesting was that in three of these gens HSPA5, HSPA6,and CITED2 we see an downregulatory trend in the phagocytotic environment and if you remember down regulation is shown to lead to improved prognosisThis is particularly interesting in the context of some cutting edge research going in involving the role of tumor associated macrophages in brain cancer .  This research involves CD47 antibody treatment and has been shown to increase phagocytosis of tumor cells by macrophages within mouse models and improved survival in GBMObviously a bit more research is needed to fully understand the mechanism, but suggest we are on the right track by looking at the roles of phagocytosis and metabolism in developing new strategies for treatment of glioblastoma ConclusionMay not be as apparent with only 3 donors, metabolic environments do shpw an effect on the expression of target genes in macrophages. 
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